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Summary. Autism has been associated with enhanced local processing on

visual tasks. Originally, this was based on findings that individuals with

autism exhibited peak performance on the block design test (BDT) from the

Wechsler Intelligence Scales. In autism, the neurofunctional correlates of

local bias on this test have not yet been established, although there is

evidence of alterations in the early visual cortex. Functional MRI was used

to analyze hemodynamic responses in the striate and extrastriate visual

cortex during BDT performance and a color counting control task in sub-

jects with autism compared to healthy controls. In autism, BDT processing

was accompanied by low blood oxygenation level-dependent signal changes

in the right ventral quadrant of V2. Findings indicate that, in autism, locally

oriented processing of the BDT is associated with altered responses of angle

and grating-selective neurons, that contribute to shape representation, figure-

ground, and gestalt organization. The findings favor a low-level explanation

of BDT performance in autism.

Keywords: Pervasive developmental disorders; brain; neurobiology, fMRI;

visual processing; weak central coherence; neuropsychology

Introduction

Alterations in visual perception are cognitive features of

autism-spectrum conditions (Dakin and Frith 2005). A

multitude of research has identified superior detection of

fine detail on spatial or visual search tasks. Various models

have been proposed to explain increased piecemeal proces-

sing (e.g., Plaisted 2001; Happ�ee and Frith 2006; Mottron

et al. 2006), all of them suggesting a default for locally

oriented processing in autism. Human information proces-

sing in typical development is primarily focused on achiev-

ing higher-order holistic global experiences.

One of the first observations that generated suspicion of

local bias in autism was peak performance on the block

design test (BDT) from the Wechsler Intelligence Scales.

In this task, the subject is presented with four or nine red

and white blocks, depending on the item, and is asked to

construct replicas of stimuli arranged by the examiner or

shown in smaller scale in a two-dimensional picture book-

let. Each block has two white sides, two red sides, and two

half-red half-white sides with the colors divided diagonally.

For successful completion of the BDT, subjects must resist

the drive to perceive a global stimulus, in favor of seeing

the composition of single blocks. Today, it is well known

that individuals with autism show absolute or relative peaks

on the BDT (Lockyer and Rutter 1969; Tymchuk et al.

1977; Shah and Frith 1983, 1993; Asarnow et al. 1987;

Lincoln et al. 1988; Szatmari et al. 1990; Allen et al. 1991;

Happ�ee 1994; R€uuhl et al. 1995; Siegel et al. 1996). In

addition to these results, Caron et al. (2006) examined

the performance of people with autism with and without

visuospatial peak, as well as control individuals with and

without visuospatial peak, on a modified BDT at various

levels of perceptual cohesiveness. In subjects with autism,

those with and without a BDT peak presented with reduced

detrimental effects of growing perceptual coherence com-

pared with the BDT-matched control groups. Thus, superi-

or performance on the BDT is not necessary to infer local

bias in autism. To the contrary, locally oriented processing

of the BDT seems equally sensitive and specific to autism.

The neurobiological correlates of the BDT in autism

are largely unknown. Most published data on brain func-

tioning associated with BDT performance comes from clin-
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ical studies in subjects with brain lesions or neurological

syndromes. Chase et al. (1984) compared local cerebral glu-

cose metabolism during performance on the Wechsler Adult

Intelligence Scale scores in patients with Alzheimer’s dis-

ease and healthy subjects. They found an association be-

tween performance on the BDT and increased glucose

metabolism in the right posteroparietal regions. Studies in

patients with lateralized lesion confirm the correlation be-

tween BDT performance and right hemisphere parietal re-

gions (Warrington et al. 1986; Wilde et al. 2000). In

addition, broken configuration errors (missing blocks) are

documented for right hemisphere focus epilepsies (Zipf-

Williams et al. 2000). However, observations in split-brain

patients make it clear that both hemispheres contribute to

BDT performance (Geschwind 1979). Mild to moderate

traumatic brain injury is not necessarily connected to fail-

ure on the BDT (Axelrod et al. 2001). In summary, these

studies indicate that a broad range of neurological condi-

tions can be associated with poor results on the BDT. In

particular, right hemisphere functions in the parietal lobe

are likely to be crucial for BDT processing.

In a previous study, we examined the functional anatomy

of face processing and visual search in autism versus typi-

cal development, using a whole brain approach to de-

termine the representation of different classes of objects

in higher-order visual areas (Hubl et al. 2003). Herein, an

adaptation of the BDT served as the visual search task.

During BDT performance, the control group exhibited sig-

nificantly higher activation in the right fusiform gyrus, in-

ferior parietal lobe, left superior parietal lobe, and bilateral

precentral gyrus than did the autism group. This indicates

that in autism versus typical development there exist dif-

ferent visual processing strategies for the BDT in later re-

gions of the visual system. However, activation differences

in higher-order areas may not be sufficient to explain al-

tered performance of the BDT. We also observed global

activation differences in the occipital cortex, i.e., early vi-

sual fields. No in-depth analysis of the primary visual area

was computed.

Other spatial tasks that have shown local bias in autism

also yielded altered activation in occipital regions. During

processing of the embedded figures test (EFT) in autism,

Ring et al. (1999) found higher activation in the right oc-

cipital gyrus and lower activation in the left occipital gyrus.

Manjaly et al. (2007) observed specific activations in the

right primary visual cortex and bilateral extrastriate areas

in a mixed autism=Asperger syndrome sample. During EFT

processing in parents of individuals with Asperger syn-

drome, Baron-Cohen et al. (2006) reported less bilateral

activity in the extrastriate cortex. Interestingly, altered ac-

tivation patterns in early regions of the visual cortex in

autism are reported for quite a wide range of paradigms,

not exclusively visual search tasks. There is also evidence

for attention shifting tasks (Belmonte and Yurgelun-Todd

2003), learning tasks (Hazlett et al. 2006), as well as social

and affective tasks (Critchley et al. 2000; Castelli et al.

2002; Hall et al. 2003).

The results of these imaging studies, together with evi-

dence of an apparent absence of a global visual processing

deficit in autism (e.g., Plaisted et al. 1999; Iarocci et al.

2006), have led some authors to suggest a model of en-

hanced perceptual functioning for autism (Mottron et al.

2006), which also applies to BDT processing (Caron et al.

2006). According to this model, enhanced perceptual func-

tioning and local bias in autism are likely to be associated

with overfunctioning parvocellular pathways in V1. Bertone

et al. (2005) showed that, compared to typical development,

individuals with autism were superior in detecting the orien-

tation of simple first order gratings, processed in V1, but

inferior in the detection of second order gratings. The latter

was interpreted as either a result of diminished top-down

modulation from higher order cognitive regions, or manda-

tory feedback between V1, V2 and V3.

In conclusion, even though there is good evidence that in

autism locally oriented visual processing is associated with

early perceptual functions, no study has examined in detail

the differential responses in the primary and extra-striate

cortical areas. Findings from whole brain analyses cannot

provide sufficient insight into activation patterns in early

visual fields. The objective of this study was therefore to

conduct a selective comparison of brain activation during

BDT processing in autism and typical development. We

expected to see altered processing of the BDT at an early

stage in the visual cortex. The current study is a theory-

driven in depth analysis of fMRI-data collected during the

same scans that led to our previous paper (Hubl et al. 2003).

Material and methods

Participants

The sample comprised seven high-functioning adolescent and adult individ-

uals with idiopathic autism, and seven healthy control subjects. Subjects

were male, medication-free, and did not differ with regard to handedness

[w2(1)¼ 1.1; p¼ 0.41]. The groups did not differ significantly in age

[t(12)¼ 0.00, p¼ 1.00] or nonverbal IQ [t(12)¼ 1.9, p¼ 0.09], as assessed

by the Standard Progressive Raven Matrices (SPM, Raven 1996). However,

as groups were not matched, all subsequent group comparisons were ana-

lyzed for IQ and age using ANCOVAs. Mean age in the autism group was

27.7 (SD¼ 7.8) years and mean nonverbal IQ was 98.4 (SD¼ 17.4). In the

control group the average age was 25.3 (SD¼ 6.9) years and average

nonverbal IQ was 111.6 (SD¼ 9.3). The SPM was chosen to control for

IQ for four reasons. First, it assesses abstract reasoning, a core feature of IQ.
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Second, the SPM is the most complex single test of intelligence (Snow et al.

1984). Third, using a measure of general IQ other than the Wechsler avoids

confounds with the BDT. Fourth, and most importantly, the Raven’s ma-

trices are fair in autism, unlikely to repress true intellectual capacities

(Dawson et al. 2007). Nevertheless, we had complete Wechsler IQ test re-

sults available in the autism sample. Mean Wechsler full scale IQ was 98.0

(SD¼ 19.2), with the highest mean scaled scores on object assembly (12.6)

and information (12.6), and the lowest scores on comprehension (8.4) and

picture arrangement (7.3).

Written informed consent was obtained from all participants and the

study was approved by the local ethics committee of the University of

Frankfurt=Main. Participants with autism were recruited within the clinic

at the Department of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry at the University of

Frankfurt=Main or within an ongoing international project on the molecular

genetics of autism (www.well.ox.ac.uk=�maestrin=iat.html). Participants

fulfilled the ICD-10 research criteria as well as the diagnostic algorithm

thresholds for autism in the Autism Diagnostic Interview-Revised (Lord

et al. 1994) and the Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule module 3 or 4

(Lord et al. 2001). None of the members of the control group showed

clinically relevant psychopathology on the Youth Self Report (Döpfner

et al. 1995) or Young Adult Self-Report (Achenbach 1997), or suffered

from any medical disorder.

Material

The BDT from the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scales-Revised (WAIS-R;

Wechsler 1981) is a time-critical three-dimensional visuospatial cognitive

task introduced earlier in detail. Twenty-five black and white two-dimen-

sional pictures were presented in fMRI. The pictures included nine originals

from the WAIS-R booklet as well as 18 new stimuli. There were 13 four-

block, 9 nine-block and 3 sixteen-block pictures (see Fig. 1a). In the scanner

version of BDT, the subjects were asked to search for black triangles,

indicative of a single block, and name their number as quickly as possible.

The crucial aspect for successful performance on the standard BDT is the

ability to break down the visual gestalt in single elements. This quality was

included in the scanner version of the BDT. As the standard version of the

BDT was always administered prior to the scanner version, the probands

were familiar with the concept of the BDT and had no difficulty understand-

ing the different formulation of the scanner version.

A color counting control task (CCT) was constructed comprising 25

pictures. The stimuli were composed of colored and white blocks (see

Fig. 1b), composed of horizontal or vertical stripes of a maximum of eight

different colors. As for the BDT scanner version, there were 13 four-block, 9

nine-block and 3 sixteen-block pictures. Participants had to count and name

the number of different colors shown in each stimulus object as quickly as

possible.

For all participants, data on the standard BDT was assessed prior to

scanning and transformed into scaled scores. Additionally, outside scanner

behavioral data on the BDT form and the color counting task were collected.

The number of correct answers and the reaction time for both tasks were

gathered as dependent behavioral measures.

FMRI procedure

The imaging methodology in this study is identical with the proce-

dure described in Hubl et al. (2003). A 1.5-T whole-body MRI system

(Magnetom Vision, Siemens Medical Systems, Erlangen, Germany) was

used for the investigation. Fifteen axial slices, covering the whole brain,

were acquired for functional imaging. A high-resolution three-dimensional

whole brain MPRAGE scan was collected for each subject. The fMRI trial

followed a classical block design. It consisted of 16 blocks (total duration:

8 min 32 sec): eight activation blocks (four BDT and four CCT blocks)

were alternated with eight resting blocks. Each task was indicated using a

one-word cue at the beginning of each block to ensure attention shift.

Participants pressed a button with the right index finger when they complet-

ed each activation stimuli (counting triangles or colours).

The objective of the fMRI analysis was to determine the contrast between

BDT, CCT, and rest in the visual areas V1, V2v, V2d, V3, V3a, V4, V5 and

VP. First, GLM statistics (all subjects, all runs) were used to identify regions

with p<0.05 and served as the basis for investigating areas of significant

activation. Then, regions of interest in the visual cortex were determined

manually according to the coordinates provided by Hasnain et al. (1998),

with detection accuracy between 73 and 100%, with a median of 100%.

Accuracy was 100% for V1, V2d, V2v, VP, V3, V3a and V4 in the right

hemisphere, and 100% for V1, V2d, V2v and VP in the left hemisphere.

For data analysis, registration, and visualization, the fMRI software pack-

age BrainVoyager 2000+ (BrainInnovation, Maastricht, Netherlands) was

used. After pre-processing, the two-D statistical maps were superimposed

on the original functional scans and incorporated into the three-D anatomi-

cal data sets through interpolation of the functional voxels to the same

resolution as the anatomical voxels. For each region of the visual pathway,

a time activity curve in percent signal change was calculated. Mean BOLD

time course (cluster size: 3�3�3 voxel) for all visual areas were taken

independent of the level of significance and formed the dependent imaging

variable for the statistical analysis.

Statistics

All inference statistics were computed using SPSS=Win.11.5. Separate

simultaneous ANCOVAs were calculated to determine between-group ef-

fects regarding each of the dependent measures on the imaging and behav-

Fig. 1. Examples of 16 block stimuli from

the BDT scanner version (a) and the color

counting control task (b)
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ioral level: average BOLD responses in V1, V2v, V2d, V3, V3a, V4, V5 and

VP bilaterally, number of correct answers, reaction time (BDT scanner

version) and scaled scores (standard BDT). A fixed effects analysis was

chosen in light of the limited sample size. In all analyses, group (autism

versus control) was inserted as predictor, and age and IQ were covariates.

An alpha-level of 0.05 was adopted for all statistics. Eta squared (Z2) was

computed for group comparisons to provide effect sizes in terms of

explained variance. Correlations between dependent measures were com-

puted using Pearson’s coefficient.

Results

Behavioral data

In our sample, the performance of the autism group and

control group were comparable on the standard BDT

[F(1,10)¼ 0.38, p¼ 0.55, Z2¼ 0.04]. The mean scaled

score was 10.8 (SD¼ 3.6) in the autism group and 11.9

(SD¼ 1.5) in the control group. Moreover, the number of

correct answers [F(1,10)¼ 2.8, p¼ 0.12, Z2¼ 0.22] and

the reaction time [F(1,10)¼ 1.3, p¼ 0.28, Z2¼ 0.12] in

the BDT scanner version did not differ significantly be-

tween the autism and the control group. The mean of cor-

rect responses was 18.6 (SD¼ 2.7) in the autism group and

21.5 (SD¼ 3.1) in the control group. The mean reaction

time was 9.7 sec (SD¼ 3.3) in the autism sample and

5.9 sec (SD¼ 1.8) in the control group. Satisfactory rela-

tions were found between the standard version of the BDT

and its adaptation for the scanner. In the total sample, the

number of correct answers on the BDT scanner version

correlated (r¼ 0.42) with standard BDT performance.

Reaction time on the BDT scanner version correlated

(r¼�0.44) with standard BDT.

The behavioral data acquired for the CCT showed no

differences between the autism and control group regard-

ing the number of correct answers [F(1,10)¼ 0.28, p¼
0.60, Z2 ¼ 0.03] or the reaction time [F(1,10)¼ 0.60,

p¼ 0.45, Z2 ¼ 0.06]. The mean of correct responses was

21.2 (SD¼ 3.0) in the autism group and 22.5 (SD¼ 1.6) in

the control group. The mean reaction time was 8.2 sec

(SD¼ 3.3) in the autism sample and 4.5 sec (SD¼ 1.9)

for controls.

FMRI data

ANCOVA statistics revealed significant between-group

effects for V2v and VP during BDT processing, both belong-

ing to the ventral stream located in the right hemisphere

(Fig. 2). Furthermore, the autism group and the control

group showed significant BOLD response differences in

VP on the CCT. No differences in the left hemisphere or

in visual regions of the dorsal stream were identified.

In V2v, the average BOLD signal change compared to

the rest condition was 0.14% (SD¼ 1.25) for the BDT in

the autism group, and 1.18% (SD¼ 0.57) in the control

group [F(1,10)¼ 6.6, p¼ 0.03, Z2¼ 0.40]. Regarding VP,

Fig. 2. Contrast maps (p¼ 0.05) for BOLD

signal responses in the early and intermediate

visual cortex during BDT processing in the

autism (a) and control group (b)
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the average BOLD signal change compared to the rest

condition was �0.43% (SD¼ 1.1) for the BDT in the au-

tism group, and 0.70% (SD¼ 0.69) in the control group

[F(1,10)¼ 5.0, p¼ 0.048, Z2¼ 0.33]. In the same region,

the BOLD response was �0.91% (SD¼ 1.3) for the CCT in

the autism group, and 0.85% (SD¼ 0.57) in the control

group [F(1,10)¼ 14.1, p¼ 0.004, Z2¼ 0.59]. A range of

other regions, e.g., V3a, with descriptively higher re-

sponses in the autism group during the BDT, fell short of

statistical significance. Hemodynamic response functions

in the right V2v and VP during BDT and CCT in the autism

and normative control sample are shown in Fig. 3. For right

V2v, the trajectories exhibit expected functions with lower

BOLD signal change in the autism sample for the BDT.

Nevertheless, despite being lower, BOLD signal change

also exhibited an untypical progression in the right VP in

autism.

Discussion

In typical development, visual perception is coined by the

drive for global processing. That is, grouping single ele-

ments into coherent meaningful wholes, in order to limit

descriptive complexity. The default perception of people

with autism-spectrum conditions might be characterized

by the opposite, referred to as local processing. The BDT

is a well-known task for demonstrating locally oriented vi-

sual processing, independent of performance level (Caron

et al. 2006). It has been postulated that local perception

bias in autism is an aspect of enhanced perceptual func-

tioning (Motton et al. 2006), which itself is presumed to be

associated with altered functioning in the visual cortex,

particularly V1. However, this hypothesis has not been

examined closely using functional imaging. We investigat-

ed the neural correlates of BDT processing in the visual

cortex in autism using fMRI. Lower hemodynamic re-

sponses to the BDT in the right V2v (V2 ventral) and VP

(ventral posterior area) were found. Significant activation

differences in the right VP also appeared on a color count-

ing control task, and BOLD signal trajectories were atypi-

cal. Thus the finding for V2v must be viewed as the pivotal

one in this study. Response differences in VP may not be

sufficiently specific to the particular cognitive demands of

the BDT and the irregular hemodynamic function may limit

valid interpretation. However, VP topographically lies im-

mediately adjacent to V2 with reciprocal connections be-

tween these regions (Newsome et al. 1986). The properties

of the cells in VP suggest that its role in form and color

vision is similar to the V4 color center (Burkhalter and Van

Essen 1986).

V2 is the second retinotopic region in the visual cortex,

with a one-to-one mapping of visual space in cortical coor-

dinates. It is the first area of visual association and has

strong connections to V3, V4 and V5 as well as connection

to V1. V2 neurons fire in response to orientation, color, ste-

reoscopic disparity and motion (Gegenfurtner et al. 1996),

Fig. 3. Hemodynamic response functions in the right V2v and right VP during BDT and CCT in the autism and the normative control sample
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and despite the prominent location of V2 in the visual hierar-

chy, its function was rather poorly understood until recently

(Boynton and Hegd�ee 2004). However, recent research has

consistently shown that V2 neurons are primarily selective

for angles, junctions and grating stimuli, which points to a

major role of this area in shape representation, figure-ground

and gestalt processing (Ito and Komatsu 2004; Qiu and von

der Heydt 2005; Hedge and Van Essen 2006). The signifi-

cance of V2 for other attributes, such as color (Wang et al.

2007), might have been overestimated in the past.

Reduced V2v activation in autism during BDT perfor-

mance could be explained in several ways, which do not

exclude one another. First, as BOLD signal change is asso-

ciated with task difficulty (Carpenter et al. 1999), our find-

ings may point to decreased efforts in the autism group to

recognize and visually segment the stimuli of the BDT,

despite comparable overall performance. Second, our find-

ings may indicate a reduced drive for gestalt perception,

which has been reported in behavioral studies (Brosnan

et al. 2004; Bölte et al. 2007). Third, diminished voluntary

top-down attentional modulation reducing global proces-

sing in favor of bottom-up salience might result in such

V2 activations (Serences and Yantis 2006). Fourth, regional

mandatory feedback betweenV2 and neighboring early vi-

sual regions (V1 and V3) could also be altered (Bertone

et al. 2005). Fifth, in general, the findings for V2v could be

a sign of reorganized visual perception in terms of changes

in hierarchical processing of stimuli from the retina to

higher-order cognitive areas (Lerner et al. 2001). Hence,

altered perception could have its origins even earlier in the

visual system (e.g., parvocellular pathways), as suggested

by the enhanced perception model (Mottron et al. 2006).

The fundamentals of visually coherent perception are

generally still poorly understood. Murray et al. (2004)

suggest that feedback from higher visual areas reduce

lower areas to simplify the description of an image.

Bird et al. (2006) found a lack of attentional modulation

for social as well as non-social behavior in autism-spec-

trum disorders. Furthermore, Villalobos et al. (2005) re-

port reduced functional connectivity between V1 and the

inferior prefrontal cortex associated with visuomotor per-

formance in autism. Speculatively, these studies could be

useful in interpreting our findings. The general evidence

for weakened top-down processing in autism owes to at-

tentional modulation, lack of connectivity, lack of activa-

tion differences in V1, and, in this study, diminished

activation in V2. This may suggest that the BDT is solved

on an inferior level in autism. Thus, conservatively, our

data favors a low-level explanation for BDT processing in

autism.

There are some limitations to our current study. The

most prominent is the small sample size. Our findings

should not be overly generalized, but regarded as relative-

ly specific to ours, and comparable, samples. Our sample

was restricted regarding sex and age; it did not include

females and children, only male adolescents and adults.

The published coordinates used to define the early visual

areas are good approximations, although the gold standard

is to map retinotopic areas in each individual as the basis

for excluding a bias due to interindividual variations in

morphology. Finally, no eye-tracking device was used in

the current study, presenting a possible uncontrolled con-

found (Brenner et al. 2006). Nevertheless, the fact that acti-

vation differences between groups in the visual cortex are

generally small argue against such a bias. If there had been

significant or systematic eye movement differences, one

would expect rather broad activation differences throughout

many fields of the visual cortex (Kimmig et al. 2001), espe-

cially in V1 and along the dorsal stream. No differential

influence of eye movements on V2v is known. Overall,

one would expect differences within the dorsal, not ventral

stream, associated with eye movement differences.

In summary, the present study is the first to explore the

neurobiological correlates of the BDT in autism, which is

known to be a reliable task of locally oriented processing

(Caron et al. 2006). In early and intermediate regions of the

visual system, we found diminished response in the right

V2v, favoring a low-level explanation of BDT performance

in autism.
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